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MMSYS 2020 Twitch Grand Challenge 
 
As part of the MMSys Grand Challenge [1], M. Lim et al. [4] extends ACTE from Bentaleb et al. [6],  a 
throughput-based ABR strategy relying on bandwidth prediction based on the recursive linear regression 
(RLS) method.  M. Lim et al. rely on an unsupervised learning-based algorithm (Self Organizing Maps) for the 
bitrate selection. The features are QoE modeling, throughput estimate, the buffer occupancy, and the 
latency. They increased the efficiency of the bandwidth estimation proposed in [6] through a better 
detection of the chunk boundaries but with adding a dependency on the video format.  The name of the 
algorithm is Low On Latency (LOL). 
 
T. Karagkioules et al. [5] propose an online learning method based on the Online Convex Optimization (OCO) 
theory wherein the throughput estimation serves in computing the adversary function. The name of the 
algorithm is Learn2adapt-LowLatency (L2A-LL).  
 
T. Karagkioules et al. [5] and M. Lim et al. [4] were the first and second place respective winners of the Grand 
Challenge  [1]. Both exhibited similar results although [5] had a better stall duration result (divided by two) 
especially for the “cascade” network profile (the available bandwidth varies every 15s to 30s) despite a 
number of quality switches that are two to four times greater.  
 
The original software environment is described in [1]. The results have been communicated through a video 
by John Bartos from Twitch [2][1].   
The L2A-LL implementation can be found here 
The original LOL implementation can be found here  
 

In ABR (adaptive bit rate) streaming, the player controls the quality (bit rate) selection function of its 
maximum available bandwidth estimation based on the buffer level. The player has one objective: to 
maximize the quality of experience (QoE) perceived by the user while avoiding rebuffering. Bandwidth 
estimation performed by the player is usually based on HTTP (application layer), which does not work 
properly in some situations like with CMAF low latency. With the latter, a video segment is split in chunks 
that are coded and transmitted continuously in such a way that a segment is sent and received roughly at 
the video bit rate. Relying on the buffer level is not really feasible as with low latency the aim is to have the 
buffer as small as possible. In order to mitigate this problem, several player-side algorithms have been 
proposed in the context of Twitch’s ACM MMSys 2020 Grand Challenge dedicated to the problem. 

We have adapted the Twitch MMSYS 2020 Grand Challenge software environment in order to compare 
Broadpeak’s server-side technology S4Streaming solution for low latency with the winner algorithms. 

The results showed a clear advantage of using S4Streaming in almost all situations.  

 

https://broadpeak.tv/
https://github.com/ThAlKa/Learn2Adapt-LowLatency.
https://github.com/NUStreaming/LoL
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The Twitch test framework is represented in Figure 1. The player is the MPEG DASH-compliant player 
(dash.js) from Dash-IF. The low-latency compliant streaming server is based on the one from FFlabs.  Run.js 
permits to launch of the test scrips and remotely control of the throughput shaping through operating the 
Chrome dev tools API.   

 

 

 Figure 1 – Software environment  for the Twitch Grand Challenge – MMSYS 2020 

 

The Twitch Test Framework Modified for Our Experiments 
 
The original test framework proposed by Twitch for the MMSYS 2020 Grand Challenge has been modified 
according to Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 -  2020 Twitch Grand Challenge software environment modified for supporting S4Streaming 

 

• Player update: We used the last version of the dash.js  (DASH-IF) player: 4.01 gathering the last version 
of the two Grand Challenge winners’ algorithms (L2A-LL and LOL) at the time of the tests (Q4 2021). Note 

https://broadpeak.tv/
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that the LOLp (LOL PLUS) version corresponds to an enhanced version of LOL, subject of a recent 
publication from Bentaleb et al [10]. 

 
We instrumentalized the player for being capable of supporting the S4Streaming protocol and, in particular, 
for getting the statistics computed and transmitted by the server (estimated bandwidth, selected 
representation)  
 
 

 

 

• New throughput limiter. We could not rely on the Chrome development tool that proposes an HTTP-
based rate limiter. It does not work properly with S4Streaming, which estimates the TCP bandwidth. 
Instead, we added to the test framework our own bandwidth shaper tool based on TC (Traffic Control). 
We verified good functioning and modified the test runner appropriately. 

• New S4Streaming proxy server. We added a proxy server that just transparently proxied the player 
request when S4Streaming is not enabled. With S4Streaming enabled, the player requests are modified 
on the fly according to the S4Streaming protocol.  

 
Note that in order to generate graphics similar to what was presented as part of the results video from John 
Bartos (find it here) we had to modify run.js and the DASH player in order to record the values while the test 
was running. 
The values needed for the graph are: the selected bitrate (kbps), latency (ms), playback rate (1+-), buffer 
(ms) and actual maximum bandwidth (authorized by the traffic shaper).  
 
 

 

https://broadpeak.tv/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rcXFVDotpy4%20)
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Parameters and Corrected Bias 
 
The original parameters were the following: 
• Four representations: 360p@200kbps, 480p@600kbps, 720p@1000kbps 

o We reviewed the encoding of the lowest quality as we detected encoding peaks above 400 kbps 
that precluded the selection of the lowest representation by the algorithm. 

• Segment of 0.5s then 1s and 2s 
o Note it was impossible to reach a segment duration greater than the target latency without the 

pre-request segment feature of dash.js. Twitch's fork of dash.js does NOT pre-request segments, 
there is no chunked transfer encoding happening, so achieving latency lower than the segment 
duration was impossible. 

• CMAF chunk duration 0.033s (one video  frame duration with 29.97 fps ) 
• Target latency: 1s 
• min.drift = 0.3s 
• Catch-up playback rate = 0.3s 
The test conditions are the same as defined for the Twitch Grand Challenge: five runs for each of the network 
profiles: cascade (2mn30s), intra cascade (2mn15s), spike (30s), slow jitters (30s) and fast jitters (11,6s). 
Then we averaged the results of all of the 25 tests. A duration of a test round is roughly 30mns. 

 

Server-Side Segment Selection for S4Streaming 
 

The S4Streaming technology permits one side to control the maximum (video) bitrate delivered over the 
streaming session and to perform the adaptiveness relying on its bandwidth estimation. Both use cases 
require that the S4Streaming server, when processing the request, if justified, ignores the 
representation/quality requested by the client and instead responds according to the indicated or estimated 
maximum bitrate, respectively. More details can be found in [7] and [8]. S4Streaming has two modes of 
operation: “transparent” wherein the player does not need to be modified by relying on self-initialized 
segments and “non-transparent” based on the S4Streaming protocol (a set of HTTP custom headers allowing 
information exchange between both parties).    
 

Test Method 
 
We ran the test with the Chrome dev tools (i.e., without our traffic shaper) first in order to reproduce the 
results as depicted by John Bartos about the cascade profile [2]. In Figure 3, the red and orange curves 
represent the latency and playback speed, respectively. The green curve represents the buffer occupancy. 
The cascade style grey curve represents the maximum available bandwidth as controlled by the traffic 
control, and the blue curve represents the delivered video bitrate. These figures show a signature that is 
similar to the ones discussed by John Bartos. 

 

https://broadpeak.tv/
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                           3a – Stock (baseline)                     3b – L2A-LL  
 Figure 3 – Cascade profile relying on the Chrome dev tools  

 

As explained above, instead of operating the Chrome dev tools (HTTP shaper),  we used a traffic control (TC) 
based traffic shaper. Figure 4 illustrates the impact regarding the baseline (stock) algorithm. Although the 
forms of the curve and the overall graphic signature of each client-side algorithm remained, it appeared that 
the latency had been significantly reduced. 
 

 

Figure 4 – With a TC-based traffic shaper (stock base line) 

 

Next, we tested S4Streaming against the default dash.js algorithm (stock) and the two client-side algorithms. 
The theorical mean bit rate is about 679 Kbps. We can see that the baseline default Dash.js (stock) algorithm 
is quite solid; however longer is the segment duration, smaller is the mean bitrate: the player sticks to the 
lowest [quality] representation. That behavior is confirmed by looking at the stall (i.e., rebuffering) duration. 
Overall, L2A-LL  appears sub-optimal compared with LOL. In almost all the cases S4Streaming is ahead. 

https://broadpeak.tv/
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Figure 5 – Results: S4Streaming versus L2A-LL versus LOL 

 
In order to take into account a use case that is closer to a real video streaming experience, we doubled the 
video bitrate (the mean target is 1256Kbps) attached to each representation and considered only the case 
with 2s segment duration. Again, S4Streaming looks better than the other algorithms. Note that the number 
of quality switches is rather high for S4Streaming. That is practical based on the quality of CBR (constant 
bitrate) encoding as relying on TCP bandwidth measurements. S4Streaming smooths the measurements 
through a weighted moving average time window tuned for favoring reactivity over stability. 

 
Figure 6 – Results: doubling the video bitrate 

Finally, exploiting the results from that last test, we computed a QoE score based on the formula provided 
as part of the grand challenge material (find it here). 

https://broadpeak.tv/
https://github.com/twitchtv/acm-mmsys-2020-grand-challenge/blob/master/NQoE.pdf
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Figure 7 -  Results: QOE score 

 

Conclusion 
 
From the results of this test campaign, we can see that the default algorithm (ABRdynamic rule) is behind 
the other algorithms regarding the bitrate selection but performs much better than what was presented in 
the Grand Challenge results. LOL performs slightly better. L2A-LL, on the other hand, looks the worst with 
the longest stall durations, a logical consequence of requesting high bitrate representations. S4Streaming 
gets a bitrate very closed to the theorical values while keeping a decent stale duration. These results confirm 
our approach for solving the case of low-latency adaptive bitrate streaming. We now plan to run tests with 
additional third-party platforms.   
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Broadpeak® designs and manufactures video delivery components 
for content providers and network service providers deploying 
IPTV, cable, OTT, and mobile services. Its portfolio of solutions and 
technologies powers the delivery of movies, television 
programming, and other video content over managed networks 
and the Internet for viewing on any type of device. The company’s 
systems and services help operators increase market share and 
improve subscriber loyalty with superior quality of experience. 

Broadpeak supports all of its customers worldwide, from simple 
installations to large delivery systems reaching capacities of 
several million of simultaneous streams. The company is 
headquartered in Cesson-Sevigne, France. 
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